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Abstract
An accurate model of building interiors with detailed annotations is critical to
protecting first responders and building occupants during emergencies. First responders
and building occupants can use these 3D building models to navigate indoor environments
or to vacate the building safely. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a commonly
used remote sensing method that uses light (laser) to create a 3D map. However, it
provides a low-resolution point cloud, which makes it difficult for first responders to
identify objects of interest directly in the point cloud. More specifically, small safety
objects do not have a clear presence in the point cloud, and some safety objects are
differentiable only by color. In this project, we apply instance segmentation on RGB
images of buildings instead of segmenting the 3D point clouds directly to locate these
objects and create detailed annotations.
There has been extensive research related to object detection and segmentation.
However, the segmentation of public safety objects in an indoor scene is not studied
widely. This task can be challenging due to the insufficiency of natural light, irregularity
of ambient light, and deficiency of a relevant training dataset. Our research creates a
labeling system for the environments inside and adjacent to buildings. Firstly, we
collected 360-degree panoramic videos and sampled them into an equirectangular
projection image frame. Later, we created a manually labeled equirectangular image
dataset for indoor public safety objects and used them to train machine learning models.
Finally, we utilized machine learning models to locate and classify those objects in the
equirectangular video frames.
Our results show that the deep neural network Mask RCNN with classification
architecture such as Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 performs well in labeling
public safety objects in our image dataset, especially for large objects. We reported the
iii

test dataset results and analyzed them with other similar models. Our results are
encouraging but not conclusive. We have experimented with different projections and
found that equirectangular works better. We have tried to train our model with and without
transfer learning. We noticed that transfer learning from the MS Coco dataset serves well.
We also observed that, with transfer learning, adding just a few hundred labeled images
from a building to the training dataset significantly improves a model’s performance. We
also tried hard-negative mining for training the model and observed a considerable
performance improvement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation
Firefighter casualties and deaths occur every year due to the difficulties of

navigation in smoke-filled indoor environments. According to the National Fire Protection
Association, 64 firefights and 3,655 people lost their lives due to issues with navigation in
smoke-filled indoor environments: apart from these causalities, it was reported that 15,200
people were injured and 25.6 billion dollars were wasted in 2018 alone [3, 4]. The
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) provides detailed accounts
of firefighter fatalities [5]. One of the most disheartening threads in these stories is how
close to an exit the firefighters were found, sometimes less than a mere 10 feet away. A
possible technological solution to this problem is to use high-quality 3D maps of the
interiors of buildings to train the firefighters before an emergency and guide them during
an emergency. Using these high-quality 3D maps effectively to navigate indoor smoky
environments will reduce some of these unwanted deaths.
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a remote sensing method that uses light
(laser) as a pulse to measure the distance between objects and creates a 3D depth map of
the current scene. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm uses this
information to create a complete 3D map. The data from a LiDAR sensor can construct
these maps. LiDAR transmits laser pulses and objects in a scene that reflects them to the
source. The sensor then measures the time to receive the reflected pulse and determines
the precise distance from the object. It measures millions of points distributed across the
surfaces and builds a dense 3D representation of the scene. With additional sensors, one
can determine the color of each point and its overall position in the scenario. Although
stereo cameras are great for indoor environments, they have near-range (< 10m) and
require constant lighting conditions. They emit infrared pulses and provide RGB-D data.
LiDAR provides mid-long range detection capability to create a more accurate 3D map
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and covers more space. LiDAR is a balance between time spent in scanning and accuracy.
It can also handle clutter space and variable lighting better. However, our 2D instance
segmentation model can take any RGB image data irrespective of the source.
As part of a federally sponsored program, we have been working with the City of
Memphis, Tennessee, USA. The project requires us to support data collection efforts using
LiDAR and other sensing technologies and apply different learning algorithms and
techniques to produce high-quality georeferenced RGB point clouds with per-point labels
for use by first responders. In collaboration with the City of Memphis, we have collected
extensive LiDAR and video data for the city’s buildings. Maps formed from these point
clouds would then have hazards and other objects of interest to first responders labeled.
The firefighters or other first responders can use these resulting maps to navigate the
structure and quickly locate objects of interest during a crisis event. Thus, it is critical to
identify the first responders’ object of interest. However, LiDAR provides a
low-resolution scene map. Small priority objects do not have a clear appearance in the 3D
point cloud, and some priority objects are differentiable only by color. Thus, an RGB
image and instance segmentation can help locate these priority objects and create detailed
annotations.
Finally, a data fusion method can combine the LiDAR, image data, and
machine-generated annotations to create a comprehensive 3D indoor point cloud dataset
with annotated safety-related objects.
1.2

Contribution
In our paper, we describe our approach to create an image dataset for public safety.

We aim to identify and create a suitable deep learning model and automate the labeling
process of hazards and other objects. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our
automated labeling process, including the precision and recall of the object segmentation
on the 2D image dataset.

2

Chapter 2
Related Works
For our work, we have investigated multiple different datasets and deep learning
models. Here we present some of those works related to our task.
2.1

Instance Segmentation Datasets
We can divide existing datasets into different categories based on the problem the

authors want to solve. The majority focuses on object classification problems, and some
solve the object detection problem. There are not sufficient examples of semantic
segmentation and instance segmentation datasets. Instance segmentation datasets usually
provide individual segmentation masks and sometimes bounding boxes for each object
present in the image.
The first dataset MCIndoor20000 [6] tries to solve a classification problem. It
contains more than twenty thousand digital images from three categories for classification.
The authors collected this image data from an indoor space of a hospital. As the dataset
contains an indoor view and has some of the object categories of our need, we collected
images from this dataset and manually applied instance segmentation for our training.
ImageNet [7] is a large dataset of annotated photographs collected from different
sources over the internet. As a deep learning model needs a large amount of data to learn,
the authors tried to solve this problem. ImageNet gave birth to multiple competitions and
helped boost the computer vision field with multiple advanced algorithms. More than a
million images have bounding boxes from thousands of categories and can be used for
object detection problems.
The third dataset is an instance segmentation dataset. Microsoft Common Objects
in Context (MS COCO) dataset [2] has large-scale object detection, segmentation, and
captioning data. It contains eighty-one categories with semantic annotations. It is a good
dataset for object detection and object instance segmentation. For our object instance
segmentation problem, MS Coco was the best candidate to start with, although it did not
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have enough indoor scenes. It contains some of the object categories of our need, and we
used their standard for naming, annotating, and sharing our image dataset. We also used
this dataset for transfer learning.
The fourth dataset is a 3D dataset. Gibson Env Dataset [8] contains 2D, 2.5D, and
3D data. This data is collected from 572 full buildings and covers 1447 floors with
different indoor areas. For each space, they provided the 3D reconstruction, RGB images,
depth, surface normal, and for a fraction of the spaces, semantic object annotations.
2.2

Instance Segmentation on RGB Images
Until very recently, the field of computer vision remained slow. The data

processing or learning systems require multiple stages of processing. The researchers
contribute hand-designed features to improve learning performances. In 2012,
AlexNet [9] came with the heavy computational power of GPU, and it introduced
end-to-end learning for computer vision. It uses a convolutional neural network (CNN)
architecture. The model was an ImageNet challenge winner.
He et al. [10] empirically confirmed a network depth problem in traditional CNN
models for objection classification. They proposed the residual block known as ResNet, a
new neural network layer block, to solve this problem, and extended the VGG
network [11] deep into 152 layers. In 2015, 101-layer VGG-ResNet outperformed the
AlexNet. ResNet is a deep convolutional neural network (D-CNN) model.
Szegedy et al. [12] combined their Inception architectures with residual
connections and found residual connections accelerate the training of Inception networks
significantly. It outperforms similar Inception networks without residual connections by a
thin margin.
All three deep learning models mentioned above solve the classification problem.
Faster R-CNN [13] solves the object detection problem. It is a D-CNN model, and it
belongs to the region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) machine learning
model family. It produces a rectangular bounding box along with its class label for each
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(a) ResNet block [10]

(b) Inception-ResNet block [12]

Figure 1. Different building block architecture
detected object. Huang et al. [1] reported that using either Inception-ResNet-V2 [12] or
ResNet-101 [10] as a feature extractor with Faster R-CNN as a meta-architecture showed
good detection accuracy with reasonable execution time.
U-Net [14] solves the semantic segmentation problem. Segmentation can help
understand a scene. It is a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) and has an
encoder-decoder architecture. U-Net is commonly used in the biomedical field. It can be
modified to assign a class label to the per-pixel level for instance segmentation.
Mask R-CNN [15] is one of the recent works on instance segmentation. He et
al. [15] extended Faster R-CNN to create Mask R-CNN. It provides polygon masks that
more tightly bind an object. It has a better overall average precision score than Faster
R-CNN, and it generates better per-point labels in our point cloud data. This observation
motivated us to adopt Mask R-CNN in our work to solve the instance segmentation
problem. We used the 164-layer deep Inception-ResNet-v2 model and 101-layer deep
ResNet model as feature extractor architecture for Mask RCNN.
2.3

Segmentation Pipelines
Armeni et al. [16] followed the Scene Graph paradigm in 3D. They collected the

data using the stereo camera in RGB-D format and then sampled the RGB panorama
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Figure 2. Accuracy vs time, with marker shapes indicating meta-architecture and colors
indicating feature extractor (Originally presented in Huang et al. [1] )
videos into equirectangular projections. They convert multiple crops of the image into
rectilinear projections and applied the instance segmentation algorithm Mask RCNN.
Their algorithm accumulated the results back to the equirectangular projection image, and
now each pixel may have multiple proposed labels. Their algorithm projected the
equirectangular frame to the 3D mesh to compute the distance between camera and
objects to compute the correctness filtering out the proposals.
Zhuo, Wei, et al. [17] also used the RGB-D dataset to identify indoor scene
objects. They applied both instance segmentation and semantic segmentation to the
image. And from the depth information, they inferred a piece of structural support
information using SVM. Using all this information, they gained a better performance in
detecting indoor objects.
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Chapter 3
Overview
We have surveyed seven facilities located in Memphis with 1.86 million square
feet of indoor space (see Table 1.).
3.1

Challenges
The buildings in our survey represent a wide variety of structures. They include a

museum, library, nature center, store, classroom, office, sports stadium, residence, lab,
storage facility, theater, and planetarium (Table 1.). They also vary significantly in their
age, size, and height.
We used the LiDAR sensor, 360-degree video camera, and other equipment. We
pre-planned all the routes for performing a scan and walked through the building floors.
The indoor scene has a very distinct environment.
Indoor space does not ensure natural light, and artificial lighting does not have a
standard, and the intensity of light varies a lot. Thus, the ambient light is not apparent.
Due to scheduling problems, we sometimes surveyed buildings during their
business hours when occupants were there in the buildings. As a result, we need to
identify and remove humans from the data.
Compared to RGB-D data, the fusion and synchronization of LiDAR point clouds
and camera images are tough as they are independent systems. The RGB-D based

Table 1. List of Buildings
Name
Pink Palace

Sqft
170,000

Memphis Central Library
Hickory Hill Community Center
(HHCC)
National Civil Rights Museum
Liberty Bowl Stadium
FedEx Institute of Technology
(FIT), U. Memphis
Wilder Tower, U. Memphis

330,000
55,000
100,000
1,000,000
88,675
112,544

Use
Museum, Theaters, Public Areas, Planetarium, Offices
and Storage
Library, Public Areas, Storage, Offices, Retail Store
Public Area and Indoor Pool
Museum
Football Stadium with inside and outside areas
Reconfigurable Facility with Classrooms, Research
labs, Offices, Public Areas
12-Story Building with Offices, Computer Labs, and
Public Areas
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system [16, 17] can take advantage of scene understanding. Here the RGB instance
segmentation is independently trying to understand the scene.
Finally, there are not enough labeled images for public safety objects in existing
datasets. Even for the same type of objects like a fire extinguisher, they have diverse
appearances. Dataset for the indoor scene is also limited. Therefore, identifying fire
hydrants, hazmat signs, and other public safety objects requires additional data and
training.
3.2

Approaches
We modified a GVI LiBackpack 50 [18] to mount an Insta360 Pro 2 camera [19].

The Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR sensor collects the point cloud data, and the camera
collects 360-degree video data. We have collected both datasets simultaneously to
facilitate the RGB information from the camera to fusion with points from the LiDAR.
For the instance segmentation, we use Mask R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-v2
and ResNet-101 on our images. We used the transferred learning from the MS COCO
dataset [2] and trained the deep learning model using our own labeled images.
3.3

Data Collection
In this section, we present our approach to collecting the video data in the

surveyed facilities. We describe our equipment, data types, data collection workflow, and
strategies to overcome the challenges we faced.
Here in Figure 3., we show our Li-Backpack setup. We retrofitted the Li-Backpack
with the camera and set it to the LiDAR sensor axel to allow the sensors to be worn and
operated by one person and collected the data simultaneously.
The camera stores the recorded videos onto seven separate SD cards: six SD cards
with full resolution recordings of each of the six lenses, plus one more SD card with
low-resolution replicas, data from the camera’s internal IMU (inertial measurement unit),
and recording metadata. The video from the six cameras is stitched into a single
equirectangular video by the manufacturer’s proprietary software. This stitched video has
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Figure 3. Modified GVI LiBackpack
a resolution of 3840 × 1920@30FPS (frame per second) and is used for all further video
processing.
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Chapter 4
Data Processing and Implementation
As our point clouds have a resolution of a few centimeters, it is not possible to
identify any smaller objects. To address this issue, we instead label the safety objects in
the 360-degree camera images (video frames) and later transfer the results to the point
cloud.
Below, we will discuss our end-to-end pipeline from the raw video data collected
from buildings to instance segmentation in RGB images.
4.1

High Priority Objects
Development of a public safety dataset is challenging, as incidents and scope can

widely vary. Thus, we met with first responders and our stakeholders, and we have
collected their needs, requirements, and expectations. Based on their information, we have
identified thirty label classes (Table 2.) with high priority, e.g., hazmat, utility shut offs
(electric, gas, and water), fire alarm and switch, fire hydrant, standpipe connection, and
fire suppression systems (sprinkler and extinguisher).
4.1.1

Image Projection
The Insta360 Pro 2 camera has six fisheye lenses. We stitched the six videos from

these lenses into a 360-degree equirectangular video with a resolution of 3840 × 1920 and
a field of view (FOV) of 360 × 180 degrees. We then sample the equirectangular image
frame from these videos. Initially, we reprojected the images into a cube map, which
provides six 960 × 960 images, each with a 90 × 90 degrees FOV. The cube map
projection increased the accuracy by avoiding the significant distortion inherent in the
equirectangular image. However, with advancements in our data collection and manual
labeling techniques, we were able to increase the size of our training dataset, which helped
the deep learning model handle the distortion in equirectangular projection, leading to
better performance than the cube map projection. Compared to the cube map projection,
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Table 2. List of High Priority Objects

Priority
5
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.2
4
4
4
3.8

Label Class
hazmat
utility shutoffs - electric
utility shutoffs - gas
utility shutoffs - water
building entrance-exit
door
fire hydrant
fire escape access
roof access
stairway
elevator
fire alarm
firewall
mechanical equipment
sprinkler

Priority
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.2
3.2
3.2
3
3
2.4
2

Label Class
sprinkler cover/escutcheon
interior structural pillar
standpipe connection
window
fire door
extinguisher
sign exit
fire alarm switch
emergency lighting
sign stop
smoke detector
Automated External Defibrillators
Individual First Aid Kit
server equipment
person

the equirectangular images reduce the processing time significantly as there are six times
fewer frames to annotate.
4.1.2

Manual Annotation
To produce training data for our neural network, we first identified some candidate

images with public-safety objects from our video frames. We manually annotated those
selected frames of video using LabelMe [20] (Figure- 4.). Our primary goal was to
annotate at least one hundred images from each building.
After achieving our goal, we decided to increase it to three hundred per building.
This time we trained our Deep Neural Network (DNN) using the first dataset and then
used the trained model to annotate new images. And our goal was to find the hard to
annotate images where our machine learning model was making mistakes (false positives
and false negatives). Then we manually annotated these images with the correct labels and
added them back to our dataset (Table 4.) to improve the performance of the DNN. We
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Figure 4. Manual Annotation Example
also collected images from the Internet using Google search, other datasets, and we
organized two open contests to enhance and diversify our training dataset.
4.1.3

Insight on Map901 image Dataset
In our latest dataset (Table 4.), we have 1871 images collected from all seven of

the buildings. However, it is not enough. We gathered another 1093 images from diverse
sources. We have divided the manually annotated images into training, validation, and test
datasets. As it is a small dataset, we tried to provide as many images as possible for
training. On the other hand, some categories have fewer examples, and we need those
categories in the validation and test dataset. So, based on those constraints, we set the split
ratio of training, validation, and test dataset at 65:17:18.
Table 3. Latest (02/26/2021) Labeled Image Dataset

Data Source
Seven facilities
Other sources
Total

Training
1003
903
1906

Validation
427
190
617

Testing
441
0
441

Total
1871
1093
2964

Our goal is to train a machine learning model and achieve higher accuracy for the
seven facilities. However, the training dataset contains images from multiple sources, and
12

the data distribution is different from our target. Our validation and test datasets contain
images only from the seven facilities to represent our goal. Thus, the training and Val-test
datasets have some dissimilarities as they are from a different distribution. As a result, it
was tough for us to distinguish the errors. To combat this dissimilarity, we created a
train-dev dataset to measure the learning during training.

Figure 5. Distribution of “Train-Dev” Dataset. Examples from seven buildings and other
sources are shown side by side for each category.
In Figure 5., we show the two bars side by side. The left bar represents the number
of examples from all seven buildings, and the grey bar on the right represents the other
dataset. The validation dataset consists of the left bar only, whereas the dev dataset
contains both. Thus, the train-dev dataset represents both data distributions, makes it a
bridge between training and validation data distributions, and gives us a better insight
during training.
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4.2

Image Annotation Pipeline

Figure 6. Image Annotation Pipeline. (Annotated frame is zoomed in for better visualization)
We had multiple challenges in annotating the images, e.g., lack of good lighting
and cluttered areas. We leveraged the improvements in object detection algorithms to
handle these challenges. For the object detection and segmentation task, we used Mask
R-CNN [15], an extension of Faster R-CNN [13], to create a bounding box and an
accurate segmentation mask of each detected object. We used the Python Tensorflow
official model repository for object detection [1]. However, the deep learning model
requires a huge amount of data. To solve the problem, we used transfer learning and
borrowed the initial weights from their detection model zoo for transfer learning.
Figure 6. shows our image annotation pipeline. We applied the trained model on all
equirectangular videos. Then we store the predicted bounding boxes, polygon masks, and
class labels in a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format file and masks in a Portable
Network Graphics (PNG) format file.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
In this chapter, we present our result and performance of the deep learning model
on our image data.
5.1

Experiments
For our experiments, we used our latest dataset from 2/26/2021 mentioned in the

table 3. We trained the model using training dataset and evaluated the learning using a
train-dev dataset and then on validation dataset. After finalizing, we evaluated the trained
model on test dataset. We did hyperparameter tuning. We experimented with different
learning rates, learning rate update schedulers, and optimization algorithms. We tried to
apply l2 regularization, and random dropout to reduce over-fitting. Here, we only reported
the best from each category.
We have trained our model on high performance computing node with 20 virtual
core, 80 GB RAM and NVIDIA Tesla P100 (16GB) graphics card.
5.2

Performance Metrics
The goal of instance segmentation contains two parts: segmenting the image into

instances and identifying those instances. Usually, Intersection over Union (IoU) is used
to report the segmentation performance. IoU measures how much our predicted boundary
overlaps with the ground truth boundary. It is a ratio between the intersection and union of
both boundary areas. On the other hand, accuracy of identifying those instances are
measured by precision and recall. Precision measures what proportion of positive
identifications were actually correct and recall measures what proportion of actual
positives were identified correctly.
In this paper, we report mAP (mean average precision) and mAR (mean average
recall) as the performance measurements. These evaluation metrics are described and used
by Lin et al. [2]. It combines both precision and recall with IoU into one unified metrics.
We usually report the mean average precision (AP ) and mean average recall
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Figure 7. Definition [2] of different mAP and mAR
(ARmax=10 ) in the table. The AP is averaged over ten different IoU threshold levels
starting from 0.5 to 0.95 in steps of .05, on three different object sizes and on all thirty
categories. The ARmax=10 is also averaged over ten different IoU threshold levels, on
three different object sizes and on all thirty categories given ten best detections per image.
However, we usually plotted the graphs with PASCAL VOC metric AP IoU =.50 .
5.3

Visualization

Figure 8. Bounding Box and Mask visualization: successfully identified most of the priority objects like fire wall, utility shutoffs etc.
Before doing some quantitative analysis, we can visually inspect the results. Here
in Figure 8., we show an example of what our trained model can deliver.
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5.4

Impact of Transfer learning in training the DNN
We first trained our deep learning model without transfer learning. As shown in

Figure 9., we trained a Mask R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-V2 from scratch (green
curve) for 117,000 iterations. The mAP (AP IoU =.50 ) increases very slowly after 45,000
iterations and never reaches above 0.20.

Figure 9. AP IoU =.50 of Image Annotation with and without Transfer learning on “Validation” Dataset (Equirectangular Projection, Mask R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-V2)
We also trained our model with transfer learning. ImageNet dataset contains
bounding boxes only. As a result, we can only apply transfer learning to the backbone
architecture (Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101). On the other hand, the MS COCO
dataset contains masks, and we can apply transfer learning to the complete Mask RCNN
model. For the MS COCO (red curve), the mAP (AP IoU =.50 ) approaches over 0.35 after
training with our dataset for 27,000 iterations. Although both (MS COCO and ImageNet)
performance curves followed same pattern, the ImageNet (blue curve) remained below
0.35 even after 45,000 iterations. Zhuo, Wei, et al. [21] also found similar result during
their training. During training their model for COCO dataset, they found transfer learning
from ImageNet, and starting from a random initialization, achieved similar accuracy. In
our case, we got a lower accuracy.
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So, we decided to use the weights from the COCO-trained model to retrain and
fine-tune our model with our dataset, saving computation time and increasing capacity.
5.5

Impact of Adding New Examples
Table 4. Old labeled image dataset
Date
12/13/2019
2/13/2020
5/5/2020

Training
286
317
610

Validation
54
123
127

Testing
0
125
128

Total, HHCC, FIT
340, 0, 64
565, 225, 64
865, 412, 64

Only for this experiment did we use some of the old datasets mentioned in table 4.
It shows the change of our training dataset over time. Note that there were no images from
HHCC in the 12/13/2019 dataset. We added 225 HHCC images on 2/13/2020 and then
187 more HHCC images on 5/5/2020. Figure 10. shows that the annotation performance
as measured by mAP (AP IoU =.50 ) and mAR (ARmax=10 ) improved significantly from
12/13/19 to 2/13/20 (the cyan, blue, and orange curves correspond to the 12/13/19,
2/13/20, and 5/5/20 dataset, respectively). This indicates that skewing the distribution of
images towards one of the buildings improves that building’s performance which also
increases the overall performance of all the buildings in the validation dataset. However,
we can also observe that the 187 additional HHCC images in the 5/5/20 dataset did not
lead to significant improvement in the mAP and mAR, indicating that the additional
images did not contain much new information compared to what was already in the
previous training dataset, i.e., the added images lack new instances of the
under-performing objects. This suggests that we need to prioritize the selection of images
containing under-performing objects which tend to be less common.
5.6

Performance Comparison between Backbone Architectures
When we were selecting a neural network for 2D object segmentation, we found

that Faster R-CNN performed slightly better than Mask R-CNN. However, we later chose
Mask R-CNN, which provides more precise polygon masks, as we need to transfer our 2D
object segmentation to a 3D point cloud. We then compared different feature extractors,
18

Figure 10. Impact review on “Validation” Datasets (Equirectangular Projection, Mask RCNN with ResNet-101. Top: AP IoU =.50 , Bottom: ARmax=10
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Inception-ResNet-V2, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101, within Mask R-CNN. Figures 11.
show that, Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 both has similar perform curve.
However, Inception-ResNet-V2 outperforms others.

Figure 11. AP IoU =.50 of Image Annotation with Hard Negative examples on “Train-Dev”
Dataset (Mask R-CNN). Yellow curve: Equirectangular Projection, ResNet-50. Magenta
curve: Equirectangular Projection, ResNet-101. Red curve: Equirectangular Projection,
Inception-ResNet-V2. Green curve: Cubic Projection, Inception-ResNet-V2
5.7

Impact of Image Projection on Annotation Accuracy
The 360-degree panoramic videos are presented as equirectangular projection (360

by 180-degree FOV) with a resolution of 3840 × 1920. Although it stretched to the entire
width and has distortion, this 2:1 rectangle is straightforward to visualize. Initially, we
explored the cube map projection (90 by 90-degree FOV) too, and it produces six square
images with a resolution of 960 × 960. The Figure 11. shows that the AP IoU =.50 of the
equirectangular projection (Red dotted curves) is visibly better than that of the cube map
projection (green dotted curves). Both Mask R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-V2 model is
differentiable in the training image projection only. Therefore, we decided to use the
equirectangular image projection for better mAP performance with a much lower
processing time (1:6 ratio).
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5.8

Impact of Hard Negative Mining
There have been unsupervised and semi-supervised models for hard-negative

mining [22]. The semi-supervised hard miner trains on the training dataset. During a
forward pass, the model detects hard-negative examples by incorrect (false positive)
instances with high loss. It also considers dissimilar examples of the same class, similar
examples from different classes and assigns a new negative label to previously inaccurate
instances. The semi-supervised model will then annotate new images, and find some
hard-negative examples in the process. If an oracle verifies the result, it will assign
complete confidence, set to lower confidence otherwise. The model will add all new data
to the training dataset and start for the next round. It helps reduce false-positive
detections. We have done the example mining manually by identifying false positive
examples and take them into the training dataset. The ratio of images with only positive
examples to images with negative examples for training was 8 to 1. I have tried 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, and found that 8 gives the best results.
FaceNet [23] is one of the early papers to employ hard-negative training. They
proposed a loss function specific for handling the hard-negative examples in training. We
have not changed the loss function for training. We found that just manually mining some
examples worked in our case and produced better results. As we can see in Figure 12.,
mAP for Inception-ResNet-V2 with HN is 13.55% better compared to a conventional
trained Inception-ResNet-V2 model. We also examined the mAR. mAR is also 16.71%
better. So, it did not hurt our model in any way.
Nevertheless, using an offline semi-supervised model for hard-negative mining and
applying a modified loss function is part of our future work.
5.9

Performance measurement on Tesft dataset
We evaluated our Mask R-CNN with Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 model

on test dataset. The results from individual building and overall combined are show in the
Table 5. and Table 6.
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Figure 12. Performance of Image Annotation with and without Hard Negative examples on
“Validation” Dataset (Equirectangular Projection, Mask R-CNN). Green curve InceptionResNet-V2 without Hard Negative examples. Red curve: Inception-ResNet-V2 with Hard
Negative examples. Magenta curve: ResNet-101 with Hard Negative examples. Top:
AP IoU =.50 , Bottom: ARmax=10
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Table 5. Mean Average Precision of Object Detection (for 2/26/21 data) on Test Image
Datasets

Mask R-CNN

Backbone
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101

Data Source
FIT
HHCC
LB
MCL
NCRM
PP
WT
All 7 buildings combined

AP
0.286
0.246
0.214
0.207
0.23
0.203
0.229
0.222
0.278
0.273
0.27
0.233
0.287
0.283
0.196
0.184

AP50
0.472
0.412
0.357
0.353
0.362
0.332
0.365
0.365
0.437
0.425
0.432
0.369
0.508
0.514
0.328
0.312

AP75
0.277
0.258
0.238
0.220
0.251
0.224
0.235
0.249
0.297
0.306
0.279
0.258
0.293
0.273
0.198
0.198

APS
0.067
0.040
0.149
0.123
0.034
0.047
0.008
0.036
0.044
0.056
0.036
0.074
0.027
0.037
0.03
0.031

APM
0.228
0.174
0.193
0.227
0.192
0.189
0.18
0.199
0.327
0.341
0.236
0.229
0.209
0.238
0.197
0.213

APL
0.399
0.380
0.338
0.317
0.391
0.369
0.392
0.387
0.34
0.338
0.351
0.298
0.5
0.483
0.281
0.273

Table 6. Mean Average Recall of Object Detection (for 2/26/21 data) on Test Image
Datasets

Mask R-CNN

Backbone
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNet-101

Data Source
FIT
HHCC
LB
MCL
NCRM
PP
WT
All 7 buildings combined
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AR1
0.224
0.181
0.19
0.198
0.213
0.184
0.151
0.150
0.23
0.226
0.235
0.212
0.22
0.211
0.173
0.150

AR10
0.327
0.287
0.265
0.268
0.251
0.228
0.27
0.268
0.31
0.303
0.329
0.263
0.325
0.317
0.247
0.222

AR100
0.327
0.287
0.265
0.268
0.254
0.231
0.27
0.269
0.31
0.303
0.329
0.263
0.325
0.317
0.248
0.223

ARS
0.096
0.050
0.173
0.152
0.043
0.060
0.015
0.042
0.053
0.076
0.068
0.079
0.043
0.080
0.051
0.054

ARM
0.276
0.223
0.25
0.291
0.207
0.213
0.251
0.260
0.351
0.363
0.285
0.280
0.276
0.283
0.26
0.268

ARL
0.444
0.418
0.369
0.347
0.421
0.392
0.431
0.430
0.37
0.365
0.41
0.318
0.532
0.509
0.315
0.305

Table 5. shows the mAP performance and Table 6. shows the mAR performance
on our latest test data from 2/26/2021. We can observe from the table that,
Inception-ResNet-V2 performs slightly better than ResNet-101 concerning the mAP and
mAR metrics, especially for the large objects (APL ). Thus, for our automated annotation
task, we usually used the Mask R-CNN Inception-ResNet-V2.
5.9.1

Performance Comparison with other models
In Table 7., we have also compared our model with the results from the original

mask R-CNN [15] paper. They used the MS COCO [2] dataset to evaluate their model.
We started from mask R-CNN trained on the COCO dataset and fine-tuned the model with
our dataset. We also contrast the score with results from [16]. All three models are
evaluated on different datasets. Thus, it is not a definite indicator. And we are considering
evaluating our current data processing pipeline with a public dataset to measure the
performance of our image annotation pipeline.
Table 7. Mean Average Precision of Object Detection (for 2/26/21 data) on Test Image
Datasets
Mask R-CNN
Mask R-CNN w/ Framing [16]
Mask R-CNN [15]

5.10

Backbone
Inception-ResNet-V2
ResNeXt-152 (32x8d)-FPN
ResNet-101-C4

Data Source
All 7 buildings combined
Gibson [8] Env dataset
COCO [2] test-dev

AP
0.196
0.160
0.331

AP50
0.328
0.316
0.549

AP75
0.198
0.147
0.348

APS
0.03
0.121

APM APL
0.197 0.281
0.356 0.511

Discussion
We have two different data distributions, and we created the train-dev and

validation dataset to measure the model training performance. The Figure 13. shows, the
model performs way better in the train-dev dataset than the validation dataset. The
train-dev results are shown in dotted curves, and the validation results are shown in solid
curves. Both Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 showed similar traits. Thus, we found
a gap in performance between the Dev-Val set.
We looked into the detailed performance comparison as shown in table 8. First, we
examined if images from other sources helped. The AP improved from 0.204 to 0.21.
There is a minor improvement. The performance between Dev and Training (complete) is
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Figure 13. AP IoU =.50 of Mask R-CNN model on Equirectangular Projection Image with
Hard Negative examples. Red curve: Inception-ResNet-V2 on “Validation” Dataset. Magenta curve: ResNet-101 on “Validation” Dataset. Red dotted curve: Inception-ResNet-V2
on “Train-Dev” Dataset. Magenta dotted curve: ResNet-101 on “Train-Dev” Dataset.

Table 8. Mean Average Precision of Mask R-CNN Inception-ResNet-V2 (for 2/26/21 data)
on Image Datasets
Data Source
Dataset
AP
AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
Without Other data
Validation
0.204 0.338 0.218 0.036 0.164 0.305
Validation
0.210 0.353 0.225 0.032 0.151 0.301
Dev
0.320 0.476 0.349 0.068 0.182 0.385
With Other data
Training (building) 0.317 0.460 0.363 0.042 0.259 0.421
Training (complete) 0.420 0.579 0.484 0.060 0.315 0.513
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0.320 and 0.420. On the other hand, performance between Validation and Training
(building) is 0.210 and 0.317. So, we have 0.10 variance errors in the model. The
performance between Dev and Validation is 0.320 and 0.210. We have 0.11 data mismatch
errors.
As our current research work, we are doing the error analysis to overcome these
problems. We will continue to work on the data to make it more representative and on the
model to make it more generalized.
We also tried image normalization and standardization. We also tested different
image augmentation algorithms for training. To our surprise, unaltered RGB image gave
the best results in all the Experiments. In the table 9. we show validation dataset results,
for Mask R-CNN Inception-ResNet-V2 trained using image augmentation, no
augmentation is done on validation dataset.
Table 9. Mean Average Precision of Mask R-CNN Inception-ResNet-V2 trained using
image augmentation (on 2/26/21 data)

Dataset
Validation

AP
AP50
0.102 0.167

AP75
0.111
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APS
0.005

APM
0.054

APL
0.190

Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have developed a system to annotate indoor scene images with thirty types of
public safety objects. Our results show that the Inception-ResNet-V2 as backbone
architecture for Mask RCNN performs slightly better than ResNet-101 to label public
safety objects in our test dataset, especially for large objects. It also shows that the
equirectangular projection frame of the panoramic videos works better than cubic
projection.
Our strategy to use hard-negative mining for training the model showed a
significant influence. We found that with transfer learning from the COCO dataset, adding
just a few hundred labeled images from a building to the training dataset can significantly
improve the performance of our machine learning model. Our annotation performance
AP IoU =0.50 of 32.8 and ARmax=10 of 24.7 is encouraging despite our limited training
dataset.
The outcomes show that there exists room for advancements. With four dataset
splits, we will continue to identify errors, tune our model and mitigate them. To gain
further growth, we will continue to enrich our dataset, find and label more images that
contain the under-performing examples. However, it is challenging as these are typically
more uncommon objects, and existing public image databases rarely have them.
6.1

Future Work
For the next step, we plan to improve the annotation performance by addressing

the following issues:
(a) Increasing the number of annotated images for the objects rare in our dataset and
public datasets by artificial data synthesis. We will create a realistic 3D model of
those rare objects, reproject the 3D model on 2D to generate the synthesized image
data. We will also use the existing examples with superimposition and augmentation
to create the composite images.
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(b) Changing the training strategy to improve the recognition accuracy of small safety
objects such as sprinklers and smoke detectors by cropping, zooming, and
resampling the training data.
(c) Mitigating the variance error by increasing the number and quality of examples in
the training dataset. We anticipate that the new dataset and changing the training
strategy will reduce the over-fitting and generalize the model.
(d) Mitigating the data mismatch error by carrying out a manual error analysis to
identify the differences between the training and validation dataset, reduce
discrepancy and increase the ratio of building images in the training dataset.
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